
BizStanding Announces Unrivaled Tools for the Research of Business Mergers and Acquisitions 
 
2017 Predicted to Set New Records for Business Activity as Rates and Markets Rise 
 
BizStanding, the complete business directory, today announces a new set of tools to help business 
leaders perform their due diligence on prospective acquisition targets. The tools include a compilation 
of business formation records, the professional history of the owners, parent company names, Doing-
business-as (DBA) relationships and affiliations. This combined set of tools aides in the complex research 
and discovery process preceding every business merger and acquisition. 
 
2017 is widely expected to be the start of a very active business merger and acquisition trend. 
Conducive political attitudes, reductions in corporate regulations and the accumulation of vast liquid 
assets in most public companies are believed to be strong indicators. Some sources estimate that the 
S&P 500 businesses held more than $1.5 trillion in cash at the end of last year. With the ascension of 
Donald Trump and his new appointments, who seem to hold generally pro-business positions, tax on 
corporate overseas profits is expected to drop significantly. Additionally, the expected loosening of the 
Dodd-Frank Act, which made business lending burdensome and much less profitable, would open new 
options for small loans. This combined set of factors is could fuel an environment where smaller 
businesses to start their own round of consolidations. 
 
These new tools help business development managers, financiers, insurance actuaries, and business 
owners of all types to research the corporate history of their targets more easily than ever before. The 
information assists in the evaluation of industry trend studies, forecasting, pricing comparisons, 
acquisition studies and founder biographies. BizStanding will become an unrivaled asset to assist large 
companies with big plans and small companies with limited resources who need identify and define 
corporate opportunities and challenges. 
 
Visit BizStanding.com today as a way to complete required business research at the start of any merger, 
acquisition, joint venture or complex formal partnership. 
 
About BizStanding 
BizStanding (https://bizstanding.com/) is a complete business directory that includes nearly every large 
and small business in the country.  
 
The directory gives detailed contact information for all the businesses near you or across the country. It 
can even help you find company information you didn't know existed - like local home contractors 
without retail storefronts, growing regional companies without big advertising budgets, and contact 
information for large corporations that may hide their corporate details. 
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